The strength of WoonConnect
in renovating rental housing
and making it sustainable

Faster and better planning
Savings in costs
Satisfied and involved tenants
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The strength of WoonConnect
in renovating rental housing and
making it sustainable
You’d like to be able to compress the decision-making about the ideal approach into a single
afternoon? And without the deployment of a whole series of advisors? You’d like to put together
several scenarios with just a few clicks of the mouse? And see what the consequences are for
view from
behind the front door

costs, energy efficiency index, rental points, subsidy possibilities and multi-year maintenance
plan (mymp)? You’d like to motivate residents and enable them to make individual decisions,
without endless participation and information procedures? And generate output automatically
and faultlessly for the implementation process? All the while saving costs? WoonConnect offers
you a complete action plan and an integrated 3D tool to make all that possible.

individual home

street

district

Complete action plan in
which you are in the driving seat

Automatic calculation of scenarios
Just one click on the button, and the consequences
of the scenarios you put together will be calculated.
The three-dimensional models show you clearly
what will change as a result of certain interventions,
or combinations of interventions. Both for each
individual home and for the housing complex as a
whole. You can immediately see what it costs,
whether there will be savings on the energy bill,
which subsidies are possible and what the effect is
on the MYMP and the rental points.

Drawing up and implementing plans for renovation
and sustainability of rental housing is a complex
and often lengthy and expensive process. What is
the best combination of measures for achieving
your goals? What are the costs of, and the effects on
a MYMP and the implementation of several scenarios? How do you get residents to be enthusiastic
about your plans? How do you leave room for
individual customisation for residents? How do you
define all those options efficiently, so that implementation runs smoothly? How do you organise the
price formation? WoonConnect offers you a complete action plan, in which you are in the driving seat.
Where necessary, you can rely on expert tailored
advice and guidance.

Involve tenants
Within the scenario you have defined, you can offer
tenants the option of supplementary measures.
They can make their selection in their own interface
and immediately see the consequences for their
rent price and their individual energy bill. Ultimately, they can also agree in this interface to the
implementation. You can also track the progress of
the approval process in WoonConnect.

What is WoonConnect?

management of
complete housing stock

WoonConnect is an online platform on which
intelligent 3D models of the rental housing to be
renovated are placed. This gives you, the landlord,
insight into the condition of each individual home,
and a picture of the whole. The platform allows you
to select measures to make the home more energy
efficient, more beautiful, safer, more accessible and/
or more comfortable. Adjustments to the layout,
kitchen and bathroom can also be included. As can
other measures aimed at modifying homes to suit
changes in wishes and/or care needs. Tenants can
get to work on this themselves.

CityDeal
WoonConnect participates in City Deal ‘Towards a
digital home environment’. As do the ministries of
The Interior and Kingdom Affairs, Economic Affairs,
Infrastructure and Environment and Housing and
Civil Service. A complete action plan has been
developed in the framework of this City Deal. This
approach has already been deployed, with success,
by various housing associations and commercial
landlords.
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digital mapping

automatic calculations

involved residents

· Intelligent models ·

· Information about the building ·

· Survey tool ·

· Renovation checklist linked to model ·

· Automatic calculations ·

· Generate support ·

available ‘repertoire’
of measures
· Standard library of measures ·

· Up-to-date picture ·

· Supplementary options specific to project ·
Based on the digital model, WoonConnect not only

WoonConnect offers several possible ways of

Both the individual homes, and the housing

maps the home and the housing complex in 3D and

asking residents beforehand to describe how they

WoonConnect is standard equipped with a series of

complex as a whole, are digitally mapped in an

2D; it also automatically calculates all sorts of

feel about their home and which improvements

measures with which you can put together scenarios.

intelligent 3D model. This is done using the available

details. For example:

they would like to see carried out. Based on that

We call this series of measures the ‘repertoire’.

information, after which any deviations noted

•

the energy efficiency index

information, we can develop scenarios which not

Extra repertoire, specific to the project, can be

during a subsequent assessment at the location can

•

the WWS rental value points and maximum rent

only fit within the objectives of your organisation

added based on your particular goals, the residents’

immediately be processed in WoonConnect. In this

•

number of rooms

but are also in line with residents’ needs. Other

wishes or any specific concerns relating to

way, an accurate picture of the present condition of

•

usable area

aspects, such as perception of the neighbourhood,

construction.

each home can be achieved, to form the basis for

If the assessment on location is done by a certified

living environment, social interaction, voluntary

the planning and implementation.

advisor, a separate EPA inspection is unnecessary.

work, care needs etc. can be incorporated. That
way, generating support starts at the beginning
of the process.

You make problems and
their causes comprehensible,
so that you can take suitable
measures.

The configurator allows tenants to make
collective decisions. They can also try out
and decide on individual modifications in
their own home.
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sustainability
and other goals

making decisions
based on scenarios

· Combination of goals ·

· Put together your own scenarios ·

· Technical and social ·

· Make decisions based on automatic calculations ·

· Integral approach ·

· Without help from external advisors ·

multi-year maintenance plan

satisfied residents

· Calculated automatically ·

· Improve your reputation as a landlord ·

· Based on your own key figures ·
The rollout of WoonConnect can be independently
The MYMP of the existing situation is entered into

used as a marketing tool for the improvement of

WoonConnect as a basis. Key figures are linked to

your reputation as a landlord. You are investing in

You decide what you want to use WoonConnect

Based on the construction and installation-related

all the measures in the ‘repertoire’ beforehand, for

an innovative system which aims to improve the

for. WoonConnect is supplied standard with

measures incorporated in WoonConnect, your own

the maintenance. You can adjust these key figures

living environment, in agreement with your

measures for both major and minor maintenance,

staff can put together various renovation scenarios.

if you so choose. When you put together scenarios,

tenants. By using WoonConnect, you are showing

energy saving and sustainability. However, other

These scenarios will then be automatically calcula-

WoonConnect automatically adjusts the current

yourself to be an organisation that sets store by

options can be added to modify homes with regard

te and can be compared at a glance, both with each

MYMP to the new situation. That way, you can see

the opinions of its tenants. Tenants feel they are

to lifetime living, care needs, different layouts,

other and with the existing situation. What Woon-

immediately per scenario what the consequences

listened to, and appreciated, and become more

home automation, bathrooms, kitchens and more.

Connect calculates includes:

are for the MYMP and following implementations,

involved in the project. This leads not only to

We can also make room for social goals, such as

•

the costs and possible subsidies

you immediately have access to the MYMP for the

reduced resistance and a faster and more efficient

stimulating residents’ participation, social cohesion,

•

the consequences for the MYMP (incl. costs)

new situation.

process, but also to satisfied tenants.

countering loneliness and voluntary work. And

•

the new WWS rental points

WoonConnect can also be used in projects in which

On top of that, you can view everything in 3D and 2D.

the layout of the public space plays a role. All these

That way, the optimum approach can be decided

subjects can be tackled in a single integrated

quickly and efficiently for each housing complex

WoonConnect environment.

and even for each individual home. WoonConnect

· Disclosure of residents’ options ·

also has a function which automatically calculates

· Tailored living costs ·

the optimum approach. In several projects where

· Monitoring approval ·

tenants at the controls

WoonConnect was deployed, the optimum scenario

Compare easily the
existing situation
with the renovated
situation

was decided in a single session of only a few hours.

Once the basic scenario has been decided, you can

home. This involves them in the process in a

This gives you not only huge savings in time, but

still make a selection of extra options available. The

transparent manner and generates support. Lastly,

also saves you money in consulting costs.

tenant can choose from these later. These might be

they can agree to the total package. The progress of

specific versions of kitchens, for example, or tiling,

this process throughout the entire housing complex

a change in layout, adjustments to suit care needs

is automatically registered in WoonConnect, and

or additional energy-saving options such as solar

the tenants’ choices are automatically recorded,

panels. Residents can choose from these options in

reducing the likelihood of errors during implemen-

their own personal interface. If they enter their

tation. This approach has already proved itself in

household composition and energy consumption,

various projects and leads not only to a fast

WoonConnect will give an accurate prediction of

approval by the majority of the tenants, but also to

how much they will save on energy costs after the

a greater satisfaction with the result.

Vergelijk de bestaande
situatie eenvoudig
met de gerenoveerde
situatie

renovation, based on their family and their specific
Existing situation
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New situation
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shorter running time

completion

innovative collaboration

tendering procedure

· Faster, smarter, better ·

· Directly linked to the digital model ·

· Build up your own repertoire with fixed partners ·

· Various forms of tendering procedure ·

Can be reused in other projects ·

· Collaboration in the construction team ·

· Less risk of damage to reputation ·
Which measures are to be implemented is recorded
The process goes much faster, thanks to the

exactly per home, in WoonConnect. On completion

New solutions and innovations can be added

You can ask market parties to offer discounts on

transparency of the consequences of the renovati-

of renovation of the home, you can check off these

simply. By putting together scenarios with these

the ‘repertoire’ of measures incorporated in

ons for all parties, the absence of waiting times in

measures in the digital delivery list and add any

measures together with your partners, you can first

WoonConnect. This is, in fact, an advance tendering

the calculation of scenarios and the broad support.

comments you want. We can add relevant infor-

try them out digitally before applying them,

procedure based on unit prices. WoonConnect will

You consequently run less risk of the process being

mation, such as maintenance schedules, guaran-

allowing you to view the results in advance.

then work with these prices when you put together

disturbed by progressive insight, changing regulati-

tees and technical documentation to WoonConnect.

Measures that are successful in practice can then

scenarios, allowing you to see the definitive project

ons and conditions for subsidies and the unpredic-

That way, there will be a complete digital file for

be added to your permanent repertoire, so you can

price immediately. You can also choose to work in

table dynamics of residents’ processes.

the renovated home.

use them in future projects with WoonConnect.

the scenario phase with market-based prices. Once

This anchors innovation structurally and makes it

a particular scenario has been decided upon, you

accessible.

can ask the various parties involved to offer
discounts on the measures or choose to ask for tenders for the project in the more traditional way.
Naturally, hybrid options are also possible, and you
can also work with a construction team, in which
an executing party joins you in considering the
development of measures.

You can consult a housing map
library at various scale levels.
Residents can try out options
and immediately see the
results, and what they mean
for them.
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Family composition
and energy use
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Koopovereenkomst

linked with other systems

digital basis for efficient
housing management

· Your own system back up to
date following renovation ·

Digital storage of documents

· Always reliable information about current home ·
· Interface for residents ·

If you wish, WoonConnect can be linked to your
existing ERP and other business software, so that

On completion of the project, you can export the

WoonConnect can use data from the systems as

results to your other systems. However, you can

the basis for the current situation and can enter

also choose to continue to use WoonConnect in the

data into the system after the project has been

management phase. After all, WoonConnect offers

completed.

you a dynamic, digital file that can be of lasting
value during the management phase of the delivery.
And the file can be kept up to date using the userfriendly interface. On laptop, tablet or computer.

Floor plans and 3D model

Various parties can be given access. Each with
their own authorisations. The resident is also given
online access to their digital home. They can look at
the 3D model of their own home from all angles,
and from inside and outside. They can consult 2D
floor plans and measurements, notify you of any
malfunctions or submit applications.
You can plan and record systematic maintenance

energy buddy

Energy advice

through the digital home. Changes in the home can
be easily indicated in the model and all the conse-

· Raise energy awareness ·

quences for WWS rental points etc. are directly

· Individual tips for residents ·

calculated and can be passed on to any other
system through a link. This dynamic housing

Based on the individual behaviour of residents,

information system makes sure that everyone can

WoonConnect’s energy module provides an accurate

access up-to-date information about the home at

estimate of the energy consumption before and

any time.

after the renovation. But this ‘Energy Buddy’ does
more than that. Tenants can see what the effects
are of turning the thermostat down a degree,
taking short showers etc. And they receive tailored
tips on how to save energy, based on their individual
home and behaviour. This raises their energy
Digital renovation

8

awareness.
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tailored energy advice report

savings

· Generated fully automatically ·

· Fewer consulting and overhead costs ·

· Periodic update ·

· More cost-effective measures ·

· Certification possible ·
You calculate per housing complex and per

Better maintenance

WoonConnect provides a tailored advice report,

There are three kinds of tailored advice:

individual home the costs, energy efficiency index,

Advantages according to Fakton: insight into the

fully automatically. These reports offer insight into

•	Concept tailored advice: is automatically gene-

MYMP, EPC, usable area of home, WWS points,

state of maintenance / adapting mass maintenance /

the costs and revenue of energy-saving measures

rated by WoonConnect and calculated based on

number of rooms etc., all without the need for

efficient communication / comprehensible planning.

for housing complexes as a whole and for individu-

standard behaviour and the original technical

external advisors. Once the final decision has been

Savings of:

al homes. The homes registered in WoonConnect

condition of the homes.

made, and a scenario chosen, a set of design

- €252,- per unit annually

drawings and calculations are immediately available.

- 19,99 % on maintenance costs

are provided with a number of scenarios at various

•	Personal tailored advice: this takes into account

cost levels which make the costs and revenue clear.

tenants’ behaviour and the collective and

They can be used as the basis for the drawings and

The subsidy possibilities available at that moment

individual modifications to the homes (façade

calculations needed for an environment permit and

Smarter home improvements

are also taken into account. When subsidy regulati-

insulation, window insulation, new boiler).

for the implementation. Fakton, an organisation

Advantages according to Fakton: insight into your

that works for the government, calculated the

housing property / insight into the state of mainte-

ons change, or when there are new innovations or

•	Certified tailored advice: WoonConnect is

technological breakthroughs, these will be auto-

certified to issue Tailored advice reports

impact of WoonConnect. This study shows that you

nance / generating support from tenants / efficient

matically included in the calculations. A new report

(BRL 9500 Part 02). Once one of our staff has

can make significant savings by using WoonConnect.

communication. Savings of:

can immediately be printed. A paper report or PFD

assessed the homes, the report will be given the

Below are some examples.

- € 1.200,- per unit annually

can be made available for departments or staff less

status of a certified advice. This assessment is

nb: It has been shown in several projects that more

- 8 % on home improvements costs

versed in the use of tablets or computers. This can

inexpensive to have carried out.

cost-efficient scenarios are found using WoonCon-

be repeated each year, so there is always an

nect that in the traditional way. Savings can be up

More efficient sustainability

up-to-date advice to hand.

to thousands of euros per home. The Fakton report

Advantages according to Fakton: insight into the

does not refer to this effect.

state of maintenance / large scale / bundling of
demand and supply / comprehensible planning /

Comprehensible management

clear costs / generating support from tenants /

Advantages according to Fakton: insight into your

efficient communication. Savings of:

housing property / insight into the state of mainte-

- € 2.400,- per unit annually

nance / generating support from tenants / efficient

- 8 % on sustainability costs

communication. Savings of:
- € 195,- per unit annually
- 21,65 % on management costs
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The advantages for tenants
Complete action plan

STEP subsidy

There is an action plan, proven in practice,

This subsidy is automatically calculated in

that leads to a fast and efficient process

each scenario. WoonConnect also provides

and satisfied residents.

the energy efficiency indexes for the
homes before and after the renovation.

Versatile
Major maintenance, sustainability, modification

Residents’ help desk

for care needs, living longer at home,

If so desired, WoonConnect can

social cohesion and more.

organise the help desk.

WoonConnect,
De Twee Snoeken
and the good life
The dynamic 3D configurator, WoonConnect, was

Automatic assessment Innovation

Innovation

developed by De Twee Snoeken (the two pike), an

Your scenarios are automatically assessed

Suppliers will be challenged.

architect’s office and a software developer. With

for feasibility, costs and regulations.

Innovation reaches the individual resident faster.

WoonConnect, we are building towards a digital
world in which the built environment is described

Choose the best scenario in just one afternoon

Raise energy awareness

Put together your own scenarios and compare

Residents automatically get an insight into energy

this digital universe to make our built living

results without using external consultants.

consumption and tips through the Energy Buddy.

environment more sustainable and energy

and displayed in detail online. We want to use

efficient. In order to be able to improve all
Transparency

Insight into the possibilities

The consequences of the measures are

Choose from a relevant supply

fully transparent. For both your organisation

of standard measures.

individual homes, we have to create a mass.
WoonConnect can do that. Development from
the bottom up, facilitated and stimulated by
knowledge institutes and government: Woon-

and your tenants.
Residents’ privacy safeguarded

Connect wants to convert from house to home,

Smooth residents’ process

Fully compliant with the guidelines laid down

from district to neighbourhood. Ultimately, every

Through early involvement,

by the Dutch Data Protection Authority.

resident should be able to open their home to the
products and services offered digitally in the field

transparency and choices.

of housing. To that end, we aim to combine as
Speeds up process

much knowledge and creativity as possible from
all the stakeholders, into a power that will

Fast decision-making as a result of the automatic

improve our quality of life and let us enjoy the

calculating and transparency for all parties.

good life together.
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www.woonconnect.nl
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